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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [4] Levin and Nohel investigated th  asymptotic behavior ast + co 
of the solutions f the real equation 
x’(t) = - J: a(t - 4 gC+)) dr + &It, x(t)> 
(1-l) 
(the prime indicates d/dt, O<t<oo) 
under certain hypotheses on the prescribed functions a(t) and g(x) and 
a variety ofconditions  the perturbation term [(t, x). Here we show that 
those results can be carried over to the equation 
.y’(t) -= - j’ 1.4, dg(W) d7 + 1% x(t)) (0 < t < co), (1.2) 
0 
whose integral term, unlike that of (1. l), is not a convolution. Our hypothesis 
on p(t, 7) is a natural generalization of that of [4] on u(t). The assumptions 
concerning g(x) and [(t, x)are left unchanged. Recent related work of 
Corduneanu [1] and Halanay [2] is discussed below. Equation (1.1) occurs 
in various applications. 
We suppose that g(x) satisfies 
Hl 
g(x) Eq--00, a), 44 > 0 (x # o>, 
G(x) = j-~g(b) df - 00 (I xI - 00). 
* This research was supported byU. S. Army Research Office, Durham. 
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The smoothness condition g ECl can be relaxed somewhat in Theorem 1 
but not in Theorems 2and 3. 
The crucial hypothesis of [4] concerning a(t) was that a”‘(t) exists on
0 < t < cc and that 
a(t) E qo, 001, a(t) + a(O), (- 1 yuyt) 2 0 
(0 < t < co; k = 0, 1, 2, 3). (1.3) 
It is obvious that if p(t, T) = a(t - T), where u(t) satisfies (1.3), then each 
successive differentiation of p(t, T) with respect tot causes a change in sign 
while differentiation with respect to7 leaves the sign unchanged. We shall 
show that his ign alternation pr perty, andnot the convolution nature of 
(l.l), isthe essential onefor the results and proofs of [Jj. Specifically, we 
replace (1.3) bythe hypothesis 
H2 
Examples of kernels, other than p(t, T) = u(t - T), that satisfy H2 are 
provided in1. and 2. of Section 3 below. Others can be easily constructed. 
Examples 1. and 2. are interesting in that hey are perturbations of kernels 
Of the type &, T) = a(t - T). 
As was shown in Levin [3], where (1.1) was studied inthe “homogeneous” 
case [(t, X) = 0, the hypotheses H3 and H4 below are consequences of (1.3) 
if p(t, T) = u(t - T). However, under the more general condition H2, they 
constitute additional assumptions. H3 is essentially  smoothness condition 
on p(t, T). The point of the complicated alternative H3 (ii) is that it permits 
some singular behavior. Thus, if p(t, T) = a(t - T), H3 (ii) permits a’(O) = 
-co, u”(0) = co. 
H3 Suppose that either 
(i) p(t, T) E c3(R) where R = ((t, T)IO < t < 00, 0 < 7 < t} I& 
or, more generally, that 
(ii) p(t, T) E C(R) n G(A) 
and that for every function e(t) E CIO, 00) the following formulas hold, with all 
values finite, on 0 < t < 00: 
’ it &, T) e(T) dT = CL@, t) e(t) + j-t Pt(t, 7)e(T) dT, z o 0 
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& jl d& 7) [jl W ds]’ dT = j; 4, T) [j: 44 ds]’ d7 
- 2@(t) At, 0) jf e(s) ds
+ Wt) j; 14~4 e(7) d7, 
and a similar formula with &t, r) replacing /.+(t, r).
The importance of H4 is illustrated by the kernel p(t, 7) = exp{ -(t + 2)* 
(t - T)} which satisfies H2, H3, and the first two conditions f H4, but not 
the third one. It is shown in Example 3. of Section 3 that no solution (except 
x(t) = 0) of (1.2) with this p(t, T), g(x) = x, and I;(t, X) = 0 tends to zero 
ast--+co. 
H4 
sup cl@, 2) < 00, 
OQt<m o:yWm (-1) j' Ptk T) dT < =', 0 
liz&f (- 1) 1’ (t - T)‘pt,(t, T) dT > 0 (fur ewery 6 > 0). 
t-8 
Our first result, Theorem 1 below, concerns the equation 
x’(t) = -I t CL& 7) g@(T)) d7 - b(t), 0 (l-4) 
where the prescribed function b(t) is assumed to satisfy 
H5 
b(t) E CIO, co) n C2(0, co) afzd thfm exists a function 
c(t) E C[O, CO) n CyO, 00) such that 
(w(t))2 < c’~‘(t)(a~p)p(t, 0) (0 < t < co; K= 0, 1,2). 
Observe that if b(t) z 0 then H5 is trivially satisfied on choosing c(l) = 0. 
Thus Theorem 1 automatically treats 
x’(t) = - j’ &, 7) g@(T)) dT (l-5) 
0 
as an important special case of (1.4). 
THEORENI 1. Suppose Hl-H5 are satisfied. Thenfor each x0 there exists 
a unique solution x(t) of ( 1.4) on 0 < t < co such that x(0) = x0. Moreover, 
‘tg x(k)(t) = 0 (k = 0, 1,2). U-6) 
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Equation (1.4) may be regarded asaperturbation of (1.5). In that connection 
it is important toobserve that in H5 b(t) is not assumed small in the sense of 
tending to zero at some prescribed rate nor is b(t) ELJO, co) assumed. 
Rather, the hypothesis on b(t) is related tothe kernel ~(t, T) itself. This sort 
of perturbation hashad an application, when~(t, 7) = a(t - T), in [.5j. 
The next result concerns the equation 
x’(t) = -1: r-l@, 7) g@(T)) dT - -f’(t) + f(t), (1.7) 
where f(t) is assumed to satisfy 
H6 
f(t) E CP, ~0) nWZ 4 n W, ~4 lim+%up If’(t)1 < co. 
Thus, (1.7) may be regarded asan integrable perturbation of (1.4), and 
therefore, whenb(t) = 0, also f (1 S). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose Hl-H6 and the hypothesis 
are satisfied. Thenthe conclusion of Theorem 1, but with only k = 0, 1 in (1.6), 
is walidfor (1.7). 
The last results concerns the equation 
x’(t) = - ,:, P(t, T)&(T)> dT+f(t, x(t)>, (1.9) 
where the perturbing function, f (t, x), also depends on x. It satisfies H8 
below. Before stating H8we replace Hl by H7 and introduce some necessary 
notation. I  the light of related perturbation results for ordinary differential 
equations, H8 together with (1.12) below is a natural hypothesis to place on 
(1.9). See [4] for an example and some discussion of this point. The condition 
(1.11) below is analogous to the hypothesis a(t) ~Lr(0, co) of [4]. 
H7 
g(x) E C’[--xl , xl], xg(x) > 0 (x # 0) (where x1 > 0). 
sosi4l~-4 
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Define d(x), M(x), nz,(x), and mz(.t”) b> 
M(x) = max(&s), -j(-P)) c-v 3 (9, (1.10) 
ml(s) = min(G(s), G(-s)), m2(x) = max(G(x), G(-x)). 
H8 
f (t, 4 E C’(& 
where l? = {(t, x)10 < t < 00, 1 x / < xl}. 
sup I ft(t, x)1 < *, 
ii 
“jP I f&9 x)1 < a* 
For each E > 0 there xist 8(c) > 0 and ,8(t, l )> 0 such that 
I!% S(E) = 0, j-r /3(t, l )dt < E, 
andIf(t,w)I <B(t, ) h E w enever 0 < t < co and 1 x j < B(E). Moreover, for 
each E > 0, 
SUP B(t, c) < co and sup o/9(& C) < 00 
O<:tim O$t<m 
(where D denotes right hand derivative with respect tot). 
THEOREM 3. Suppose H2-H4, H7, H8 and the conditions 
I 
f 
sup p(t, 7) dT -=c o, o<t<m 0 
WXE)) 
EM@(E)) > e 
(for suficiently small E> 0) 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
are satisJied. Then for any 0 < x2 < x1 , there xists anxz = x,*(x,) > 0 such 
that JOY each x0 with / x0 I < xz there xists a unique solution x(t) of (1.9) on 
0 < t < co which satis$es x(O) = x0 and I x(t) < x2 on 0 < t < 03. 
Moreover, lim,,, i+‘(t) = 0 (h = 0, 1). 
The preceding theorems extend some of the results of[4] concerning (1.1) 
to (1.2). Since many changes in the proofs are required for these xtensions, 
a self contained proof of Theorem 1 is given (in Section 2A). For brevity, 
however, the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 given below contain only certain 
key new definitions as well as appropriate r ferences to [4] and the guide 
offered bySection 2A. The remaining results of[4] can be similarly extended. 
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In [4] the connection between the results given there and those of Cordu- 
near-m [I] are explored. As [I] is restricted to the convolution equation (1. l), 
with c(t, X) independent of x and in L,(O, 03) with respect to t, it is not of 
immediate concern here. However, it is interesting to recall that the hypothesis 
of [I] on a(t) (of the Popov type) is on its Fourier transform rather than 
directly on a(t) itself as in (1.3). If a(t) > 0 and ta(t) ~Lr(0, cc), then the 
hypothesis of [I] on a(t) is less restrictive than (1.3). Observe, however, that 
a(co) > 0 is consistent with (1.3) (note Theorems 1 and 2)-as is a(t) E& 
(0, co) with ta(t) I&(0, co) (note Theorem 3). 
In [2] Halanay investigated 
x’(t) = - St a(t - T)~(.x(T)) d7 
0 
(1.13) 
by a method which differs completely from both Corduneanu [I] and Levin [3]. 
Halanay shows that, if a’(t) E L,(O, OO), if u(t) is a positive-definite kernel, i.e., 
t t ss a(~ - T) f(s) &T) ds d7 >, 0 (0 < t < co) 0 0 
[where a(--t) = a(t)] for all continuous E(t), and if there exist positive 
constants l s and 01 such that u(t) - e. exp{--oil t I} is also a positive-definite 
kernel, then x(t), x’(t), x”(t) --f 0 (t -+ oo) for all solutions x(t) of (1.13). 
He then asserts that these conditions are less restrictive than (1.3). The proof 
of this assertion is incorrect. It is stated in [2] that if ~(s, r) and ~(s, T) - l o 
exp{--ol] s - 7 I} are positive-definite kernels for some positive constants co 
and OL, and if some hypothesis on pLt(t, T) is made, then x(t), x’(t), x”(t) -+ 0 
(t + CO) for all solutions of (1.5) [i.e., (1.2) with ((t, X) = 0] follows by the 
same methods. 
2. PROOFS 
A. Proof of Theorem 1. 
Let x0 be given. There exists, by the usual Picard successive approximations, 
a solution x(t) of (1.4), with x(0) = x0 , on some interval [0, T]. Define 
W = G(4)) +; &,O) (i‘$+)) A)’ + 44 s: g(W) ds 
+ ; c(t) + ; j: /4, 7) (@W ds)’ dT2 0. 
(2-l) 
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Differentiating E(t) and using (1.4) and H3, one finds 
E’(t) = k & 0) ( If &X(S)) ds)’ + b’(t) j’g@(s)) ds + f c’(t) 
- 0 0 
VJ 
+ f j: dt, T) (j’ g(x(s)) dsj2 dT G 0. 
T 
The inequalities of (2.1) and (2.2) follow immediately from HI, H2, and H5. 
One now has 
G($)j < JW) < E(O) = G&J + MO) (2.3) 
on [0, T]. Hence, by (2.3) and HI, there exists anapriori constant K(x,,) < co 
such that 1x(t) 1,< K(xs) on [0, T]. By a well-known argument, .x(t) may 
now be extended to0 < t < co and, clearly, 
sup I x(t)1 < co. (2.4) 
0=gt<CO 
From (1.4) and H3 one obtains 
w”(t) = +, 4 g(x(t)j - j ’ pt(t, 4 g(x(T)) d7 - b’(t), 
0 
(2.5) 
which, together with (2.4), H2, H4, and H5, implies 
l$.~up 1r”(t)1 < Co. (2.6) 
By the mean-value theorem, (2.4) and (2.6) yield 
lirn+%up 1 x’(t)] < co. (2.7) 
Differentiating E’(t)one obtains, with the aid of (2.2), (2.5), and H3, the 
formula 
1’ g@(s)) ds+ f c”(t) 
-0 
dT - g(.$))[~“(t) + /-+, t).&(f))] 
From H2 and H5 one now has 
-w 2 -LM))[~“(4 + I4 t> BW)l~ 
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which, together with (2.4), (2.6), and H4, yields 
liminf E”(t) > --Co. -3 (2.8) 
Since E(t) > 0, E’(t) < 0, and (2.8) hold, it follows from Lemma 1 of [J] 
that lim,,, E’(t) = 0. The latter, together with (2.2), H2, and H5, implies 
Suppose x(t) + 0 as t -+ co. Then it easily follows from (2.4), (2.7), HI, 
and H2 that here xist constants 6 > 0 and h > 0 and a sequence tn+ co 
as n --t co such that 
which together with (2.9) yields 
lim n-+co I 
;-, (t, - T)” /J&, T) d7 = 0. 
11 
(2.10) 
Clearly, (2.10) contradicts H4. Thus x(t) + 0 as t --+ 00, which establishes 
(1.6) for k = 0. From (2.6) and the mean-value theorem we now have (1.6) 
for K = 1 also. 
Since ~(t, t) is bounded (by H4), the first term in the formula (2.5) for x”(t) 
tends to zero as t + co. In view of H2 and H5, so does the third term. 
Concerning the middle term one has 
j-1 Pt(t, T)g@(T)) dT = /;~t(ts 7)&‘@(T>) dT + 1; CL& 7) g@(T)) dT. (2.11) 
Let E >0 be given. By (1.6) fork =O, H2, and H4, there exists T = T(e) < co 
such that 
) /:adt. T)&(T)) dT ) < E (T < t < 00). 
The first three inequalities of H2 imply that pt(t, T) + 0 as t + 00 for each 
fixed 7. However, from pt7(t, T) < 0 of H2 one has 
P&S T) < ,%(t, 7) < CL& 0) (0 < 7 < T). 
Hence pFLt(t, T) + 0 as t -+ co uniformly on0 < T < T and so the first term 
in (2.11) tends to zero aa t + co, Thus x”(t) - 0 (t + co), which completes 
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the proof except for the uniqueness assertion. The latter, however, follows 
easily from the Gronwall inequality. 
B. Proof of Theorem 2. 
By Hl and (1.8) there xists a constant k; < CO such that /g(*v) ) < k; 
(1 + G(x)) for --co < x < co. Define 
W = 1: If(d dT. 
Let x0 be given and let x(t) be the solution f(1.7), with x(0) = X, , for 
small t. Define V(t) by 
V(t) = (1 + E(t)) exp(-&F(t)} 2 0. 
where E(t) is given by (2.1). 
The proof now proceeds along the lines given in Section 3 of [+-but 
suitably modified, in the manner of Section 2Aof this paper, to allow for the 
generalization from a(t - T) to p(t, T). 
C. Proof of Theorem 3. 
Let 0 < xp < x1 . Choose E= ~(%a) > 0 so that 0 < 8(e) < xs and so 
that (1.12) is satisfied. Choose xt = X:(X,) > 0 so that [&(6(e)) + m2 
(xz)]e < rn,(S(~)). Let Ix0 I < x0* .Let x(t) be the solution f(1.9), with 
x(O) = x0 > near t= 0. The crucial definitions are now 
E(t) = GW)) +; dt, 0) (j:&(s)) ds * +;j; vL,(t, 7) f b(s)) ds)* dT, T 
v(t) = (EM@(e)) + E(t)) eX&’ (-;j-1 /f?(T, c) d7). 
The remainder ofthe proof is now a straightforward modification of Section 5 
of [4] along the lines of Section 2Aof the present paper. 
3. EXAMPLES 
1. Let 
P(t, T>= Y(th’(Tb(t - T)’ (5-l) 
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where a(t) satisfies (1.3) and 
y(t) EC[O, CQ), (-l)k+“’ > 0 
(0 < t < co; k = 0, i,2), Aa) > 0, (5.2) 
p(t) E cyo, a), p:‘(t) 3 0 
(0 < t < co; k = 0, l), 0 <p(a) < co. (5.3) 
It is not difficult to show that hese conditions imply that ~(t, T) satisfies H2 
and H4. While they do not imply all of H3, they do imply the formulas of
H3 (ii) and these are sufficient for the proofs of Theorems 1and 2. If it is 
further assumed that aE: L,(O, co), then ~(t, T) also satisfies (1.11) and, 
therefore, the hypothesis of Theorem 3. A kernel of the form (5.1) may be 
viewed as a perturbation of a kernel ofthe form a(t - T). That is, for large t 
and 7 the difference y(t)p(~)a(t - T) - y(co)p(co)a(t - T) is small. 
2. Let 
tL(t, T) = a[@ - +‘(t)l* (5.4) 
where we assume that u(t) satisfies (1.3), y(t) satisfies (5.2), and in addition 
(W) 2 0, (Q(W d 0 (0 < t < co), ‘tiII (ty(t))’ > 0. (5.5) 
[Note, for example, that y(t) = 1 + (1 + t)-’ satisfies (5.2) and (5.5).] It is 
easily shown that here also H2, H4, and enough of H3 are satisfied for the 
proofs of Theorems 1and 2 to go through. For Theorem 3, one again has 
that aE&(O, co) implies (1.11) issatisfied. Clearly u[(t - T)Y(~)] may be 
regarded asa perturbation of u[(t - T)~(co)]. 
3. This example shows that he third condition of H4 is an essential one, 
The kernel 
(5.6) 
may be shown to satisfy H2, H3, and the first two conditions f H4. However, 
an elementary calculation sh ws that 
kc 
s 
1 (t - T)” /.A&, T) dT = 0, 
SO that he third condition of H4 is not satisfied. 
Consider 
X’(t) = - s” X(T) eXp{-(t + 2)‘(t - T)} dT, (5.7) 
0 
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which is (1.5) for the case g(z) = x and ~(t, T) given by (5.6). Since (5.7) is
linear wecan assume without loss of generality that x0 = x(0) = 1. We now 
show that x(t) + 0 as t -+ co. Suppose, onthe contrary, that x(t) -+ 0 as 
t -+ CO. Then it is evident from (5.7) and x(0) = 1 that here xists T with 
0 < T < co such that 
44 1 +“I =a as tt T. (5.8) 
Integrating (5.7) from 0 to T and using (5.8) weobtain 
1 - i = /I [,I X(T) exp{-(t + 2)*(t - T)} do] dt 
< 1’ [It exp{-(t + 2)2(t - T)} d’] dt 
0 0 
= s 
- exp{-(t + 2)2t}J di
which is absurd. Hence x(t) + 0 as t + co. 
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